The study of associations between two biomolecules (e.g., proteins, RNA, or DNA) is the key to understanding molecular recognition and function. A standard paradigm is that molecular function (realized by binding) is determined by the structure of the molecule [1] . In nature, however, the binding between two biomolecules is often accompanied by large conformational changes which are essential for cell function [2 -5] . The flexible binding processes or disordered forms of the proteins in the cells can be targeted for rapid enzymatic turnover, thus providing an additional lever of control, and can sometimes be required for regulation. However, the flexible binding processes are not yet completely understood [2 -5] . Addressing this issue will answer the critical questions of how molecular function, in addition to structure, is determined by conformational flexibility and dynamics [6] .
The high temporal and spatial resolution obtainable in single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] makes it ideal for studying conformational dynamics and localization of proteins under cellular physiological conditions. A Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) fragment, CBD, that binds only the activated intracellular signaling protein Cdc42 [12 -18] was labeled with a novel solvatochromic dye and used to probe hydrophobic interactions at the protein-protein interface significant to Cdc42/CBD recognition. The single-molecule experimental study showed static and dynamic inhomogeneous conformational fluctuations of the protein complex that involved bound and loosely bound states (Fig. 1 ) [16 -18] .
Because of the large conformational degrees of freedom involved in flexible binding, an important question is how the huge number of configurations could fall to the unique native state basin. The most natural solution to this socalled Levinthal paradox [19] , originally proposed for folding, is the idea that the underlying energy landscape should be funneled against roughness or traps to guarantee both the thermodynamic stability and specificity [4, 5, 20 ]. Go models with native structure information and uniform energy biased towards the native state (i.e., an absence of energetic heterogeneity) lead to a funneled landscape and prove to be consistent with many experimental findings in protein folding [21, 22] . It is expected that this type of model will also provide useful information about the global topology of the underlying binding-energy landscape [4, 5] .
In our theoretical investigations, the native structure information and uniform stabilization binding energy were used. We performed the residue-level Go-model simulations of Cdc42-protein/WASP binding dynamics with solvent on a supercomputer at the Pacific Northwest National Lab. Forty long-time trajectories of 80 10 6 steps each were collected for a reliable statistical analysis. We used the experimentally determined native structure of the Cdc42/CBD binding complex (PDB:1cee) [12 -15] .
The Go model [21, 22] takes into account only interactions that exist in the native structure and, therefore, does not include energetic frustration (i.e., includes only topo- logical frustration). In this work, we used an off-lattice Go model, where each residue was represented by a single bead centered on its -carbon (C ) position. Adjacent beads were pieced together into a polymer chain by means of a potential encoding bond length and angle constraints. The secondary structure was encoded in the dihedral angle potential and the nonbonded (native contact) potential. The interaction energy U at a given protein conformation ÿ is given by:
The first three terms in the above equation represent the energies from the backbone chemical bond vibration and dihedral rotations. The fourth term represents the native interaction energy contribution to binding between two residues, and the fifth term represents the non-native interaction energy contribution to binding between two residues. In the equation, b i , i , and i stand for the ith virtual bond length between ith and (i 1)th residues, the virtual bond angle between (i ÿ 1)th and ith bonds, and the virtual dihedral angle around the ith bond in conformation ÿ, respectively. The parameters b 0i , 0i , and 0i stand for the corresponding variables at the native structure ÿ 0 . These three terms control the local conformations within four residues. In the framework of the model, all native contacts in the fourth term are represented by the 10 -12 Lennard-Jones potential form without any discrimination between the various chemical types of interaction. We used a particular version of contacts of structural units software to count the number of contacts. The total number of native contacts for Cdc42 folding is 468, for the folding of the CBD portion of WASP is 62, and for the binding interface of Cdc42/CBD is 98. The r ij and r 0ij are the C ÿ C distances between the contacting residues i and j in conformation ÿ and ÿ 0 (the protein data bank structure), respectively. In the summation over non-native contacts in the fifth term, C (4:0 A) parametrizes the excluded volume repulsion between residue pairs that do not belong to the given native contact set. The last two terms control the nonlocal interactions. All temperatures and energies are reported in units of 4.0 Å . For other parameters, similar values were used in several folding studies [4, 5, 21, 22] and 1:0. U water is the potential energy due to the presence of solvent (water molecules), which has been used recently [23] for exploring the cooperative effects of squeezing out water molecules from the partially hydrated protein core.
To enhance the sampling of binding events, we tried a method of linking the two monomers of the dimer by setting the cutoff distance between the two centers of the mass to be within 20 Å . Doing so can significantly reduce the computational time for the two monomers to find each other. This center of mass constraint is realized by implementing a steep parabola with a flat bottom so that the centers of the masses of the two monomers are constrained to be within 20 Å . For the studied dimers, multiple constant temperature molecular dynamics simulations were performed (using the simulation package AMBER6 as an integrator) starting from either the dimeric conformation or the unfolded monomers.
In order to describe the flexible binding, we need at least three reaction coordinates. We define Q I as the fraction of native spatial tertiary contacts that represent the degrees of freedom of interface binding, Q f1 as the fraction of native spatial tertiary contacts that represent the degrees of freedom of folding or the flexible conformational change of Cdc42, and Q f2 as the fraction of native spatial tertiary contacts that represent the degrees of freedom of folding or the flexible conformational change of the CBD complex (see Fig. 2 ).
We investigated the two-dimensional free-energy contour plot that provides the more complete picture of the binding process. Since in our simulation temperature range Cdc42 was stable in its native state, we could treat it as a rigid folded state and consider only the folding and binding of CBD with the interface between CBD and Cdc42. It is more likely that the whole binding process proceeds first with a partial folding of CBD to a very limited extent (only 15% mostly through local folding), then to significant interface binding (60% without much further folding), and finally to binding and folding proceeding cooperatively to the native state. The experimental finding [16 -18] of the dynamic fluctuations between the loosely bound and closely bound conformational states, when identified with our theoretical calculated free-energy minimum, corresponds to the cooperative binding-folding process or disorder-to-order transition of CBD upon binding. The cooperative binding-folding coupling and the inherent hydrophobic interactions lead to the formation of loosely bound and bound dual states and provide the basis and micro-origin of the conformational changes seen in the experiments [16 -18] . The free-energy barrier separating these two basins is 2.7 kT. From the trajectories in time [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] , we see the binding remains (Q b and Q f2 ) in the non-native partially folded and bound states, jumps to the native state, stays in the native state, and fluctuates back and forth together. This clearly shows the cooperativity between binding and folding.
Studying the transition state properties, especially the inhomogeneous distribution of contacts between residues, will help us better understand the mechanism of binding by locating the sites of nucleation for binding. The local parts of the free energy are perturbed by mutations, causing changes in both the equilibrium constant and the kinetics of binding. The ratio is defined as the change of the kinetic rate and the equilibrium constant upon mutation at residue i. The values quantify the importance of certain residues in the transition state ensemble [24] . From experimental data, some ''hot residues'' with high values can be identified in a transition state as they cluster together, indicating that the nucleus for binding can be identified.
Based on the landscape theory and the Go-model simulation with solvent effects taken into account, we have located the transition state from the free-energy profile as a function of the reaction coordinate (Q b 0:8, Q f2 0:5). We performed analysis on the values of Cdc42/ CBD and its associated distribution to explore the nature of the binding transition state ensemble. For Cdc42/CBD, the binding seems to proceed like a nucleation process. The distribution of values in Fig. 4(a) shows prominent peaks near 1, indicating that there are certain residues with large values. These hot spots are crucial for the kinetic process and act as the nucleus or nucleation seeds of binding [see [12 -14] . The theoretical predictions about values can be used to guide further experiments into which other hot residues could be chosen for study. Further mutational experiments on Cdc42/CBD are crucial in determining all of the hot residues crucial for flexible binding. The free-energy profiles and phi value predictions are influenced by the solvent. This seems to indicate that a small number of changes in the contact map may result in significant deviations in the free-energy profile, i.e., sensitivity to the contact map [25] . In principle, there exist three possible scenarios for binding: (1) First folding and then binding, (2) binding and folding simultaneously, and (3) binding first and then folding. Scenario 1 is common and corresponds to the conventional thinking. There are some flexible binding complexes involved in signaling and gene regulations following scenario 2 [5] . Scenario 3 has never before been seen, but here we have shown the system to bind significantly before folding. Thus, this is the first study to realize scenario 3, combining both theory and experiment. Flexibility here is necessary in order to realize the biological function and specificity [4, 20] .
The simulations carried here are at higher concentrations (constrained center of mass distance) and higher temperatures than the biological ones to enhance sampling (G 0, K d 1 M). The experimental measured K d is in the range of M [26] . Thus, our conclusion relies on the assumption that changing the effective temperature and confining the proteins does not qualitatively change the behavior or the underlying mechanism of the binding. This might be due to the possible existence of a universal phase boundary between monomers and oligomers in different ranges of conditions [27] .
In this work, we explored flexible binding dynamics. The complex conformational fluctuations upon binding found in the single-molecule experiments directly reflects the topography of the binding landscape and reveals the cooperative nature of the binding-folding dynamics with large conformational changes that result in loosely bound and bound states [16 -18] . Limited mutational experiments [12 -14] show some hot spots crucial for flexible binding. The theoretical approach here can help to identify the hot residues and guide further experiments, and experiments can provide grounds for the theoretically constructed binding-energy landscape [28] .
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